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Overture 

Hans Krasa 

Hans Krasa was one of the many members of the Czech Jewish 

musical establishment to perish at the hands of the Nazi regime. He 
was born in Prague in 1899 and from a very early age played the 

piano and composed. He later went on to study composition with 

Alexander Zemlinsky. During the 20s and 30s Krasa led a rather 
Bohemian life and spent considerable periods in Paris. Although his 

output was small at this time, the pieces were of the highest quality. In 

these early works one hears the influence of the Impressionists and 
neo-Classical Stravinsky. 

In 1942 he was interned in the transit camp, Theresienstadt. 

Paradoxically, it was here amongst scenes of terrible human suffering 
and devastation that he came into his own as a composer. In 

1944 Krasa was included in the artists' transport to Auschwitz where 

he died in the gas chambers alongside the composers 
ViktorUllman and Pavel Haas. 

The Overture was written in 1943 during his internment 

in Theresienstadt, but was never to be performed there. It is very 
much characterised by its orchestration, being scored for strings, 

piano, two trumpets and two clarinets. It starts with a lively and jolly 

theme played by the two clarinets. Later, the violins introduce a 
soaring melody which regularly appears throughout the piece in 

various forms. A broad rubato is then reached and a two-bar adagio 

provides pause for breath. The work then continues in its ever-
increasing fast tempo until the frenetic activity is drawn to a close by 

the rather subdued and quiet ending. 



  

  

Nonet 

Rudolf Karel 

Rudolf Karel was a leading Czech composer in the early years of the 
20th century. A pupil of Dvorak, he was often compared 

with Martinu and Jan66ek. In 1923 he took up a position as professor 

of composition at the Prague Conservatoire. However, as soon as the 
Nazi regime took its hold on Czechoslovakia, Karel was banned from 

teaching and in 1940 was forced to relinquish his position. In 1943 he 

was taken to Pankr6c prison where, despite interrogation, he was to 
compose a number of works including the Nonet which we are to hear 

tonight. Karel wrote the compressed version of the score on 63 sheets 

of toilet paper. Fortunately a prison warder was able to preserve the 
work for the future, the 'Czech Nonet' performing the work in 1945. 

Tragically Karel was to die in the transit camp,Theresienstadt, later 

that year. 

One can hear Karel's cries of optimism throughout this work 

especially in the first and third movements. However, in the first 

movement this sense of optimism is quickly overshadowed by the 
feeling of impending doom. The 'marche fun6bre' is very quick to 

show this. The contrapuntal beginning of the second movement 

evokes a dream-like world which is starkly contrasted with the real 
world represented by the tremolo accompaniment on the viola. The 

third movement quickly overcomes this mood with its overwhelming 

sense of `joie de vivre'. 

  

  

`Yiskor' for solo viola and strings       

Oedoen Partos 

Oedoen Partos was born in Budapest in 1907. He moved to Israel 

(Palestine as it was then) in 1938 to take up the post of principal viola 
in the newly formed Palestine Symphony Orchestra under Huberman, 

which was later to become the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra. In 1951 



he was appointed Director of the Tel Aviv Academy of Music. He 

died in Israel in 1977. `Yiskor' literally means `remember' and is the 
Jewish Memorial Service. Partos wrote this moving work in 1946 to 

accompany an expressive mime dance conceived by 

Deborah Bertonoff. It is dedicated to the memory of the victims of the 
War of Extinction waged against the Jews in Central Europe during 

the Second World War. It is derived from a traditional chant of 

Eastern Jewry which serves as a basis for the entire work. Five 
different themes are heard in the development of the work each of 

them based on one of the fragments of the basic melody. Partos was 

awarded theYoel Engel Prize of Tel Aviv in 1948 for the work 
'Yiskor'. 

  

  

String Symphony No 9  

Felix Mendelssohn 

Felix Mendelssohn was born at Hamburg in 1809. Growing up in a 
very cultured environment, he was the grandson of the philosopher 

Moses Mendelssohn and the son of a prosperous banker. Felix and his 

sister Fanny, also an accomplished composer, were to receive their 
early musical training from their mother. Later on, Mendelssohn was 

taught by the great Berlin teacher, Zelter. 

Around 1821, Mendelssohn started to compose, alongside many other 
works, a series of 13 string symphonies, the last being completed in 

1823. Despite this precocious talent, he was obviously still developing 

as a composer and this can be clearly heard in these works. However, 
it does not detract from the charm and gaiety of the music. 

In the Symphony No 9, the writing is often quite academic in style, 

showing chromatic fugal writing bearing the strong influence of J S 
Bach. Throughout the work Mendelssohn also experiments with a 

Turkish percussion element, and replaces the scherzo with a minuet. 

In addition, he uses folksong melodies collected on a visit 
to Switzerland in 1822. 

  



  

Traumerei      

Schumann arr.Pither (From Kinderszenen, Op.15 No.7) 

The arrangement by Anthony Pither has been specially written for this 

concert at the request of the Helix Ensemble. Schumann's `Traumerei' 
('Dreaming') is the seventh and the most famous movement of his 

'Scenes from Childhood' and was a natural choice to be played at 

concerts in the Terezin camp. Indeed, it was also played on numerous 
occasions by the camp orchestra in Auschwitz. 

Schumann's original score for piano solo bears surprisingly few 

dynamic markings and no tempo indication. In keeping with this 
unsentimental approach, the transcription does not seek 

to glamourise the music; indeed it opens with the piano alone, as a 

homage to Schumann. The main point of deviation comes in the 
splitting up of the composer's phrases using the technique of 

'Klangfarbenharmonie' (sound/colour/ harmony) - sound bites from 

the combination of the available instruments. 
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